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Abstract- In order to make routing in MANETs secure,
number of security based routing protocols have been
proposed in the literature but none of them is compliant with
the MANETs environment. The monitoring operation is
distributed among a few set of nodes called monitor nodes.
The set of monitor nodes is selected sporadically which
makes the proposed method adaptable to the two focal
concerns of MANETs: dynamic network topology and
energy constraint devices. The method detects malicious
packet dropping and packet modification attacks.
This algorithm has also been developed to reduce the packet
dropping attack in MANET which has been simulated on
MATLAB and demonstrated an increase in packet delivery
ratio, throughput while decrease in average.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in wireless technology have equipped
portable computers, such as notebook computers and personal
digital assistants with wireless interfaces that allow networked
communication even while a user is mobile. A particular kind
of wireless network called mobile ad hoc networks is
presently under development. A mobile ad hoc network is a
selforganizing and rapidly deployable network in which
neither a wired backbone nor a centralized control exists. The
network nodes communicate with one another over scarce
wireless channels in a multi-hop fashion. The ad hoc network
is adaptable to the highly dynamic topology resulted from the
mobility of network nodes and the changing propagation
conditions. These networks are used in emergency disaster
rescue operation, tactical military communication and law
enforcement. In these applications, where a fixed backbone is
not available, a readily deployable wireless network is needed.
Mobile ad hoc networks are additionally a decent option in
provincial regions or underdeveloped nations where essential
correspondence foundation isn't entrenched. Another
intriguing utilization of mobile ad hoc networks is
omnipresent processing. Wise gadgets are associated with
each other by means of remote connections and are self-sorted
out such that a recently joined hub can ask for benefit from
nearby servers with no human intercession. With the
advancement of the up and coming age of wireless
correspondence frameworks, there will be a requirement for
the fast organization of free mobile clients. A few cases of

conceivable uses incorporate understudies utilizing PCs to
take an interest in an intuitive address, business partners
sharing data amid a gathering, and crisis calamity alleviation
work force planning endeavors after a tropical storm or
seismic tremor. Such system situations can't depend on unified
and sorted out availability, and can be considered as uses of
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. A MANET is a self-ruling
accumulation of mobile clients that convey over generally
data transfer capacity compelled wireless connections. In view
of the portability of the nodes, the system topology may
change quickly and unusually. Because of versatility
requirement of nodes the system operational trademark is
capricious. Consequently a course chose would not be ideal
after a correspondence period. To build up a directing plan
most solid in adhoc organize, secure routing are need.
II.
SECURITY MODEL
In MANET the main security treat is the packet dropping
attack. In packet dropping attack some malicious nodes in the
network try to capture some packets and then drop them.
This diminishes the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and
Throughput of the system. In MANET most generally utilized
steering convention is AODV which does not has any
methodology to ﬁnd the malevolent hub in the system.
Subsequently, to execute security in AODV a distributive
recognition calculation is proposed here. In this calculation
each hub sets itself in the wanton mode and after that checks
the conduct of the neighboring hub to choose about the
noxious conduct of the hub based on some ﬂag esteems
related with every hub. Amid the steering procedure every one
of the nodes keep up their ﬂag esteems which might be
utilized to check the conduct of some other hub in the system.
The insights about calculation of ﬂag esteems are given
beneath in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1: Computation of Flag values
1) F(AB) = F(B)+ F(∑Bi) Where F(AB)= In this ﬂag
valuea nodea Aa checksa thea behaviora ofa nodea Ba anda
thisa ﬂag
valuea seta toa falsea bya nodea Aa ifa thea behaviora ofa
nodea Ba isa unexpected.
F(B)= Node A set this ﬂag value on the basis of its own
monitoring and calculations.
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F(∑Bi) = This ﬂag value is the sum of the ﬂags of other nodes
which monitors node B directly.
2) F(B)+F(B1)+F(Bn2)+-------------------------------F(B) > N=2
3) F(AB) is turned false if F(B) is turned false and F(∑B) >
N=2 So by the help of these steps we can detects the malicious
nodes in the network and after detection we can block them
for the further communication.
III.
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The fig 2 shows the black hole node in the cyan color and also
it acts as a malicious node which will generate the fake route
path

RESULT EXPLANATION

Fig.3: Node ids (Black Hole node, Fake Rout, Original Route
after Mitigating)
Fig.1: Network Creation
The fig 1 shows the network creation in which the nodes are
deployed in the network having length of 500 meters in length
and 500 meters in width and shows the total area of 1000
meters. The simulation is achieved using MATLAB
programming

Fig.2: Identification of black hole node

The fig 3 shows the node ids for the black hole node and also
the fake route node ids which is done by the malicious node in
the presence of attack and also the original node ids which is
achieved after mitigating the effect of attack in the sensor
network

Fig.4: Energy consumption
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The fig 4 shows the energy consumption with respect to the
total number of nodes which are performing or participating in
the route and shows that the hybrid approach is able to
achieve less energy consumption which will increase the
lifespan of the nodes
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The fig 7 shows the end delay of the network which must be
low for high packet deliveries and less packet losses which
shows that the proposed system is able to achieve less end
delay from the source to the destination

Fig.5: Packet Delivery
The fig 5 shows the packet delivery of the network in terms of
probability which shows that the proposed approach is able to
achieve high packet delivery in terms of successful packet
deliveries and it is showing closest to the 1 which shows that
the proposed system is able to achieve high packet deliveries

Fig.6: Throughput
The fig 6 shows the throughput in kilobits per second and
shows the proposed approach is able to achieve high
throughput of the network which shows the network is
delivering packets from source to the destination in attack free
environment which is done in the efficient manner by our
proposed approach

Fig.8: Routing Overhead
The fig 8 shows the routing overhead of the network which is
one of the important parameter in the sensor network which
must be less for the low efficient overhead for the less
collisions of the packets between the nodes in the sensor
networks. This parameters must be less as the number of
routing nodes increases
IV.
CONCLUSION
In this paper two calculations are proposed to enhance the
vitality utilization and security of MANET. The proposed
calculations use the dynamic course shortening and nearby
course repair plan to enhance the dependable parcel
conveyance and upgrade the course support if course breaks
happen due to less residual vitality in the nodes. The proposed
plans can be consolidated into any Ad-hoc on request
directing convention.
V.
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